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, I rE EST INTO THE WEST 
The Story of Its People 
Walter Nugent 
Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1999. Illustrations, maps, 
notes, bibliography, index. xxiii + 493 pp. $35.00. 
This latest book by Walter Nugent, a distinguished and 
prolific American historian, is a major contribution to 
western history. Into the West is about people-those 
who came to the West, when, and why-more than about 
place. Though "not driven by any thesis," it rests on a 
foundation ofsociodemography, not geography (p. xix). 
On his way into the West, Nugent focuses on popula- 
tion movements and the ideas that propelled them. 
Nugent distills five main and inevitably overlapping 
motivations for movement into the West: homestead- 
ers' hunger for land (the agrarian myth); miners' eager- 
ness to exploit natural resources (the gold rush); hopes 
for a better quality of life (the California dream of retir- 
ees, entrepreneurs, health seekers, and hedonists); 
simple nostalgia (the mythology of the golden West); 
and the universal and very ordinary desire of immigrants 
to improve their material and spiritual circumstances. 
A book of many virtues, Into the West derives special 
value from the author's attention to racial and ethnic 
minorities in western history-Native Americans, His- 
panics, blacks, and the several Asian groups (Chinese, 
Japanese, Filipinos, Koreans, and Vietnamese), and their 
interaction with dominant or established elements in 
western society. European groups are not neglected, as 
they are in so many general histories of the West. Nugent 
treats questions of fecundity, mortality, gender ratios, 
age cohorts, and occupational structures, but he rarely 
resorts to tables of statistics. His generalizations are 
supported instead by narratives of personal experience. 
Nugent is a historian, not a geographer or a demog- 
rapher. His book is therefore organized chronologically. 
Following a fascinating introductory chapter, Nugent 
offers a sweep of western history to 1848, that crucial 
year in which the United States expanded by half. There- 
after, in blocks encompassing one or two decades, chap- 
ters are defined by economic booms or busts, droughts 
or depressions, the effects of war, the baby boom and 
its decline-all of which relate directly to population 
movements. 
Patterns emerge. Nugent reminds us that immigrants, 
regardless of origin, tend to behave in certain ways. 
Modern Hispanic and east Asian immigrants in the West 
repeat behaviors common among the masses of eastern 
and southern Europeans who arrived in the United States 
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early in the twentieth century. Fertility rates, for example, 
decline rapidly as immigrants assimilate in language, 
education, and occupation. Thus, Hmong families from 
rural Laos often included nine or ten children, but "their 
American-born children planned on only two or three" 
(p. 325). 
This is a no-nonsense book that strips away layers of 
western mythology. For that reason Nugent's story of- 
ten is not pretty. He describes much misery, failure, 
desiccated optimism, and unfounded faith; there are also 
examples of greed, ignorance, prejudice, and mindless 
hatred. Still, Nugent is no muckraker-there are no 
exposes to serve sensationalist ends. His history is as 
much a story of successful adaptations. For many 
westerners that has meant adopting new strategies for 
economic survival and prosperity. For others it could 
mean out-migration, not merely from rural stretches of 
the Great Plains but also from rural California. 
Inevitably Into the West is a work of synthesis based 
on wide reading in secondary sources. Nugent's last 
chapters depend primarily upon newspapers, especially 
the New York Times. The author's broad reach missed 
some books and articles one might expect to find in his 
bibliography. But it matters little; his analysis stands. 
Into the West deserves a wide readership. The book 
is graced with a lively, informal prose style, no mean 
feat for a book with a story line, such as it is, based on 
demography. Because the later chapters break new 
ground, they are especially valuable. In particular, west- 
ern politicians should read and heed the concluding 
pages, which treat "post-millennial projections." 
Frederick C. Luebke 
University of Nebraska, Lincoln 
SOMETHING IN THE SOIL 
Legacies and Reckonings 
SOMETHING in the New West IN THE SOIL 
. Patricia Nelson Limerick 
New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 2000. 383 
pp. $27.95. 
Deep in this engaging book, Patricia Limerick proposes 
that "how we write and interpret history matters, and 
matters to people who may never set foot in a college or 
university history department" (p. 239). No professional 
historian of the West has acted more vigorously or ef- 
fectively on that proposition. In 1986, Limerick's Legacy 
of Conquest lucidly connected the western past to the 
present and helped make western history matter once 
again. That book, combined with her knack for inter- 
preting the West to the media with wit and brevity, has 
made Limerick the leading spokesperson for the New 
Western History. It also has brought her invitations to 
speak and write. The sixteen essays gathered in Some- 
thing in the Soil testify to Limerick's generosity in ac- 
cepting those invitations and to the astonishing range of 
her interests and audiences. 
In many of these essays, Limerick mulls over the ways 
that Americans remember, use, and abuse the western 
past. In the opening piece, "Haunted America," she 
argues movingly for nuance and ambiguity in retelling 
the stories of the protagonists on both sides of the so- 
called Indian wars. In other essays, Limerick "reads" 
ambiguous representations of the West in popular cul- 
ture, as at Disney's Frontierland, and she analyzes the 
distortions of college textbooks in American history, 
wherein a decidedly Anglo-American West moves from 
place to place before vanishing in 1890. 
Limerick is a keen observer of the late-twentieth- 
century West. She seizes on its eccentricities, from 
Velcro "frontiers" to gopher-sucking vacuums to 
Sedona's channelers who speak for Ramses and Arch- 
angel Michael. She also has an eye for ironies. If Frederick 
Jackson Turner celebrated the settling of the West, Ted 
Turner would seem to be in the business of unsettling it 
by taking down fences and restoring buffalo range. If 
today's West beckons people with its putative healing 
powers, it also needs healing from the wounds of nuclear 
waste and gated communities served by the working poor 
who cannot afford to live in or near them. 
Limerick's illuminating remarks about gender, class, 
race, ethnicity, and the environment reflect the concerns 
of the New Western History, which she sees as having 
become a new orthodoxy. She argues against those who 
have caricatured the New Western History as little more 
than a gloomy backward glance, and she engages in a 
running dialog with her previous work. Sometimes Lim- 
erick agrees with her earlier views as expressed in Legacy 
and sometimes she augments them. Indirectly, she re- 
sponds to the criticism that the New Western History 
has claimed too much by pointing to its antecedents, 
such as historianJosiah Royce, and to primary sources 
themselves. Nonetheless, I miss her explicit engagement 
with critics of the New Western History, especiallyJohn 
Mack Faragher, Gerald Nash, Martin Ridge, and Gerald 
Thompson. 
It takes courage for a writer to publish advice for good 
writing along with her own essays. Limerick does, and 
she follows it. No matter who her intended audience- 
readers of a scholarly journal or a museum catalog-she 
speaks in the same clear and deceptively simple conver- 
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